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Abstract 

The words of a person can be positive or negative for another person. If we create the negative words to 

positive with respect to others then we can live a happy life. The doctor must take the help of a relative 

of a patient to treat the patient with words, where the close relative will act as a mediator between doctor 

and patient to convert negative words to positive to the patients and also negative words to positive to the 

doctor as required. If we use artificial intelligence (AI) then our problem will be solved. 
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Actually, I am indicating vocal therapy with my own point of view. If 

there is some machine to convert all the words to us as favorable all the 

time then there will be less diseases, but there is not such a machine or 

converter of sound I have seen. If we get that type of machine in front of 

our ear then we can overcome many problems though by using 

headphones we can overcome many problems. If we can use these 

headphones adjusted with some computer with AI (artificial intelligence) 

then it will work all the time and we can hear good words all time 

whenever the outer world is with some bad words. So, fix your mind to 

the words of that computer then you can be happy all the time because all 

the time that sounds will be satisfactory to you. So, for any disease the 

satisfactory words are needed for the patient to overcome mental illness 

or to fight the diseases from the inner mental force of the patient. AI is 

needed for the computer or laptop or smartphone to connect with the 

patient. AI (artificial intelligence) can help us from this word effect of us 

or for a child the mental force can be increased by this. Though when 

there is not available of this type of AI related help, we can use a person 

or relative of a patient to treat the patient as the relative always says the 

positive thing to both doctor and patient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similar activities can be seen in any other things. Like in education, to 

mutual understanding or in other cases. Up to this in case of all of these 

the middle man like the relative must be good for a good outcome but as 

he or she is human so he or she can make mistakes but if we apply AI then 

the mistake must be less than before. Where we go, the phone must alert 

us by AI (artificial intelligence) or with adjustable other phones that my 

work is good or bad, my actions are indicating some diseases of me or 

not, my education is in the right way or not, or simply my mental health 

is good or bad, etc. 
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